
CONTENT & DATA SOLUTIONS

Benchmark (BMRK) delivers  
market-calibrated intra-day fixed 
income OTC prices.
FAST-MOVING MARKETS CREATE OPPORTUNITIES
For firms trading fixed income OTC securities, pre-trade price analysis is a serious 
challenge. Front office teams must consider recent trades, dealer run sheets and 
levels posted in electronic markets. Without direct information about specific issues, 
teams may need to examine comparable securities and matrix prices. In addition, 
teams may make adjustments for older issues or those with a higher coupon than 
current issues, among other factors.

On top of this, fixed income markets are facing fragmented liquidity and pricing 
information.  Without access to independent pricing for pre-trade analysis, firms must 
make decisions based on stale and sparse observations of fair market value. And 
without centralized liquidity pools, OTC market makers must invest in proprietary 
technology for calculating and disseminating prices across multiple channels.

BMRK IMPROVES PRE-TRADE TRANSPARENCY  
& EFFICIENCY
To bring valuable pre-trade price transparency to buy-side and sell-side traders, 
the BMRK Magenta Line® delivers market-calibrated fair-value prices based on 
the most recent market data and an innovative blend of Bloomberg financial and 
statistical modeling. Prices are updated every 30 seconds, reflecting up-to-date 
market information as well as the security’s terms and conditions and historical 
values from the market.

BMRK is available through the Market Data Feed (B-PIPE) and is specifically 
designed to improve overall efficiency for OTC fixed income trading. It helps firms 
stay on top of real-time market moves, even for less liquid bonds.

Through its innovative technology and an extensive array of Bloomberg market data, 
the BMRK Magenta Line offers a curve-based price for thousands of bonds—not 
just the few hundred that trade most frequently. Unlike traditional matrix pricing, 
which requires manual oversight and adjustment, BMRK spreads are automatically 
learned from the market. In this way, BMRK strengthens the front office’s ability to 
establish the fair-value mid, enabling firms to price more bonds in less time with 
increased coverage and better performance.

BUILT FOR SPEED
 •  Real-time fair-value mid prices every 

30 seconds
 •  Market-calibrated “matrix pricing” 

for illiquid securities
 •  Industry-leading market and 

reference data inputs
 •  Innovative blend of financial and 

statistical models
 •  Validation by extensive back-testing
 •  Option-adjusted spread (OAS)  

and structural liquidity models
 •  Indicative bid/offer spreads 

calibrated to average trade sizes
 •  Quotes available in price, spread, 

z-spread, OAS and asset swap 
(ASW) formats

 •  Available through the Market Data 
Feed (B-PIPE)

PLATFORM 
SERVICES

The BMRK Magenta Line 
delivers accurate intraday 
prices for OTC fixed income 
securities, enabling front 
office teams to acquire  
high-quality information  
with fewer manual steps.
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TAKE THE NEXT STEP 
To learn more about the BMRK Magenta Line, visit bloomberg.com/enterprise  
or reach us at eprise@bloomberg.net.
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BLOOMBERG FOR ENTERPRISE
To succeed today, financial institutions must respond to challenges that are not 
addressed by traditional approaches. They require world-class solutions that 
integrate people, processes, information and technology for the front office, middle 
office and operations. Bloomberg partners with these institutions to protect and 
capitalize on data, manage risk, deliver transparency and control costs. Through 
enterprise-level expertise and three decades of deep industry experience, 
Bloomberg creates real value through the use of innovative technology that turns 
data into a strategic asset. 

PART OF PLATFORM SERVICES
Available through the Market Data 
Feed (B-PIPE), the BMRK Magenta 
Line is part of Platform Services. 
Platform Services makes it easier for 
firms to access content for specific 
use cases and deliver it instantly 
to entitled decision-makers and 
enterprise applications. Platform 
Services also enables firms to 
distribute internal data through 
our technology infrastructure with 
speed and security. Available as fully 
managed offerings, Platform Services 
can be delivered through zero-
footprint cloud solutions or locally 
deployed appliance pairs or clusters.

DESIGNED FOR ACCURACY
The intraday prices provided by BMRK offer superior accuracy. It is a market-
derived price that incorporates TRACE™ disseminated trades, electronic dealer 
contributions to Bloomberg, US treasury and swap rates, credit ratings and 
security master data.

Indicative bid/offer spreads are calibrated to average trade sizes, allowing tighter 
spreads that better reflect actual liquidity. Confidence intervals indicate a degree 
of confidence in the price, allowing traders to blend BMRK prices with in-house 
models more easily. BMRK prices are quoted in price, spread, z-spread, option-
adjusted spread (OAS) and asset swap (ASW) formats, so they are ready to 
display immediately in a variety of tools and applications without the need for 
downstream calculation.

ENTERPRISE ADVANTAGES
The BMRK Magenta Line® delivers value for all market participants.

Sell-side firms can incorporate BMRK prices into enriched RFQ pop-ups to 
trade in fast markets and win more desirable trades. BMRK prices can be used 
as an input to quantitative trading algorithms in order to automate RFQ responses.

Regional sell-side firms can bring BMRK prices into pricing engines and MSG 
runs to help win more trades. BMRK prices can also be used in compliance 
applications, such as portfolio transitions, to demonstrate proper execution.

Buy-side firms can incorporate BMRK prices into real-time risk and P&L 
systems or used to drive relative value analysis in an easier and more efficient 
manner than processing TRACE or MSG data. BMRK prices also improve post-
trade analysis and transaction cost analysis.
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